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Upcoming
Events
Friday
❂ JMU men’s basketball
vs. Bridgewater
@ Convocation Center,
5 p.m.
❂ JMU women’s
basketball vs. Rutgers
@ Convocation Center,
7:30 p.m.

NEWS
5

GOD ON THE QUAD
First Amendment allows for
religious speech on campus

❂ Autumn Opera Gala
@ Forbes Center for the
Performing Arts —
Mainstage Theatre,
6 p.m.

Sunday
❂ Veteran’s Day Parade
@ Rockingham County
Administration Center,
2 to 3 p.m.

19

SOLD-OUT STANDS
Football games have record
turnout at Bridgeforth Stadium
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Saturday
❂ JMU home football game
vs. Richmond
@ Bridgeforth Stadium,
3:30 p.m.
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The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison
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and complaints should be addressed to Matt Weyrich, editor.
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Behind the election
By JESSICA KRONZER | contributing writer

Ralph Northam (D)
Governor-elect Democrat Ralph
Northam graduated from Virginia
Military Institute in . After college,
he was commissioned into the United
States Army and was a second lieutenant.
Northam attended Eastern Virginia
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Medical School before going into the
pediatric field.
The current lieutenant governor
supports Planned Parenthood funding
and promotes debt-free community
college.
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Tony Wilt (R)
Republican Tony Wilt will be the
representative for the th district in the
House of Delegates. First elected into the
house in , Wilt is entering his third
term.
He’s both the president and the
manager of his family business, Superior
Concrete Inc. In the House, Wilt serves

on three committees: Agriculture,
Chesapeake and Natural Resources;
Militia, Police and Public Safety; and
Counties, Cities and Towns.
Wilt’s campaign focused on helping
small businesses through lowering the
tax burden. He doesn’t support the use of
taxpayer dollars going toward abortions.
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Ralph Northam
Ralph Northam

Clifford Hyra

6,554 votes
63.6%

185 votes
15.6%

& others
10 votes
0.8%

City of
Harrisonburg

Rockingham
County

3,595 votes
34.9%

Clifford Hyra
& others

Ed Gillespie

161 votes
1.6%

991 votes
83.5%
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Ed Gillespie

Data courtesy of The New York Times
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Regulating religion
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JMU community discusses First
Amendment rights on campus

By MATTHEW SASSER
The Breeze

The expression of religious beliefs and handing
out Bibles is a sight that’s fairly common in the daily
commute of students walking around JMU’s campus.
While it may seem odd that these people openly engage
with students, it’s a protected act of free speech.
“They’re always outside Carrier,” Ashley Rosal, a
sophomore health sciences major, said. “One time
they tried to give me a mini Bible — that was last week.”
According to Rosal, during these interactions, she
just puts on her headphones and avoids confronting
these individuals.
Whether it’s people handing out literature or street
preachers loudly promoting their religious beliefs, it
can be seen as a nuisance to students as they walk
through campus. While irritating to some students,
it’s a practice permitted to individuals who come to
campus.
“We’re a public institution, so they’re allowed to
be in public areas of campus,” Bill Wyatt, director of
communications and university spokesperson, said.
As long as individuals who come to campus don’t
disrupt the educational purposes and functions of the
university or intrude on an individual’s ability to learn,

they’re free to express their ideas openly, as guaranteed
under the First Amendment. The government can
regulate the time, place and manner of speech, but
not the content or expression of it.
No prior registration is necessary for anyone who
wishes to express their beliefs on campus. While some
groups notify the university before their arrival, it’s
done as a courtesy and isn’t required.
It was common on college campuses — especially
during the Vietnam War protests — to have an area
dedicated as a free-speech zone, with the intent being
that it’s an open area for free use and access that didn’t
interrupt the academic setting. Legislative action in the
Commonwealth of Virginia has ruled that one specific
area couldn’t be designated as a free-speech zone.
The designation of a free-speech zone was deemed
an unreasonable regulation of time, place and manner
for the First Amendment. JMU, a public university,
can’t designate a specific zone relegated to those who
come to campus. It’s a fundamental right that can’t be
restricted to one particular area.
While some students may have an issue with the
beliefs being expressed by those who come to campus,
it’s a right guaranteed under the Constitution.
see RELIGION, page 8

ALYSSA ANTONIO / THE BREEZE

While some students disagree with the religious community passing out items on the Quad, there’s no real legal issue surrounding it. JMU faculty, staff and students discuss the impact of free speech on campus.
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Kurdish struggle for independence has local impact
By JILLIAN LYNCH
contributing writer

Harrisonburg is one of the top resettlement sites for Middle
Eastern refugees in the U.S. Many of these individuals come
from Kurdistan, and because members of the community have
strong ties to the Middle East, the recent Kurdish referendum
for independence and its ensuing events deeply affect many of
these individuals.
Kurdistan is an autonomous region that lies across parts of Iraq,
Syria, Turkey and Iran that’s made up of the indigenous Kurdish
nation. In September, the Kurdish Regional Government passed
an independence referendum that sought to begin negotiations
with Iraq to move toward independence.
Following the referendum, which the Iraqi government didn’t
support, Iraq reclaimed the Kurdish city of Kirkuk and took over
more disputed territories along the border of Kurdistan.
None of the surrounding countries support Kurdistan’s
independence, and the United States opposed the referendum in
September. History professor Timothy Fitzgerald, who specializes
in Middle Eastern history, commented on Kurdistan’s position
in the world in the decades that they’ve sought independence.
“The Kurds … have found themselves exploited by regional
powers, including the U.S., pursuing their own national and
imperial self-interests,” Fitzgerald said.
Shah Mahmoud Hanifi is a political science professor who notes
the importance of the word “independence” in the debate.
“The historical norm in the Middle East and elsewhere is to
make alliances and leverage networks locally and globally that
indicate independence,” Hanifi said.
Internal fragmentation also makes Kurdistan less of a united
force for independence. However, the Kurdish government has
taken in many refugees escaping ISIS, and the region’s military has
fought to protect minority groups from ISIS without any assistance
from Iraq.
Following the response from the Iraqi government, the leader of
the KRG froze the referendum, and later resigned. Now the Kurds

face uncertainty moving forward, and many have been forced to innocent lives in a matter of two hours in the city of Halabja …
emigrate to other countries with ISIS threatening the area.
we have been helping the U.S. troops back home, but a lot of
Suzanne Fiederlein, associate director of the Center for people right now think that the U.S. disappointed [Kurdistan],
International Stabilization and
because we were expecting
Recovery, said the referendum
more.”
further complicates the
Khdir believes that the
hu ma n i t a r ia n p ro b l e m s
referendum was proposed at a
caused by years of military
bad time, but he asserts that he
conflict with ISIS and the civil
and the Kurdish community
aren’t going to lose hope for
war in neighboring Syria.
Harrisonburg has taken in
Kurdish independence.
many Kurdish refugees over the
Because Kurdistan isn’t
past four decades, especially
independent, Khdir carries an
those escaping from Saddam
Iraqi passport, which requires
Hussein’s regime, which
federal security checks in
resulted in the massacre of at
airports. He says Kurdistan has
least , civilians from 
proven it can be a democracy,
to . Refugees escaping the
and if it was independent
it wouldn’t elicit such strict
instability in Kurdistan have
created a large, close-knit
checks in airports.
community in Harrisonburg.
“I feel insulted, I feel
Sarkar Khdir works for
offended, I feel discriminated
JMU Dining Services. He’s
just because of my passport,”
a Kurdish-American who
Khdir said. “But I think if I
emigrated from Kurdistan
had [a] Kurdish passport, one
in July and is a permanent
day, everything is going to
resident of the United States.
be absolutely normal like the
Khdir has a master’s degree
other nationalities.”
COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE
in climate change and
Khdir said he’d like to make
sustainability, and is currently People dance outside of a Kurdish community center in Dallas, Texas. the U.S. his home, but plans to
working on his thesis for his
return to Kurdistan after the
Ph.D. in waste management. Most of Khdir’s family are members risk of violence from ISIS and the Iraqi military settles down so
of the Kurdish regional military, called the Peshmerga, and he he can complete his Ph.D. thesis.
says he recently lost a cousin in the battlefield fighting ISIS. His
opinion is clear when it comes to whether Kurdistan deserves CONTACT Jillian Lynch at breezenews@gmail.com. For
more coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the
independence.
“We have sacrificed a lot,” Khdir said. “We have lost , news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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From every corner
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showcase
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RELIGION | Free speech on campus
from page 5

“We honor people’s free speech, so any area
— the commons, [the] Quad — any space that is
open to the public, they can be there talking and
handing out literature,” Wyatt said.
On a college campus, there’s a greater weight
on the educational aspect of free speech than
an individual’s rights to express their religious
beliefs, which is why guests who come to campus
are limited to areas that aren’t controlled access.
They can’t obstruct the educational purpose of
the university.
However, in areas such as outside Taylor Down
Under or Carrier Library, the First Amendment
gives everyone the equal right to freely express
their opinions and beliefs.
“Students may not agree with what they are
saying when they engage them, but the university
has never received any complaints about their
presence,” Wyatt said.
In , there was an incident involving a
controversial street preacher whose opinions
led to a massive crowd and a tense atmosphere,
but safety is the primary concern for the JMU
Police Department.
“We have monitored situations on occasion
just to ensure safety,” Kevin Lanoue, the deputy
chief of police at JMU, said. “We’re basically there
to ensure that the exchange of ideas is safe.”
However, many of the individuals who come
to JMU don’t invoke as strong of a reaction or
large crowd.
“My guess is that people come because they
have firm conviction that what they’re talking
about is true or that their particular religious
viewpoint compels them to talk about their
religion,” William Hawk, a philosophy professor

and chair of the Madison Collaborative, said.
They might come to campus due to the easy
access of open spaces to convey their message,
or a desire to talk to a younger audience and
guide them to make better moral decisions.
While students may ignore or walk away
from those they don’t want to listen to, Roger
Soenksen, a media arts and design and
communication studies professor with a
specialization in the First Amendment and the
freedom of speech and religion, as well as The
Breeze’s legal adviser, has a different approach.
Soenksen recognizes that while someone
isn’t required to listen to another individual,
he advocates that they should listen to bolster
their own position on a subject. He believes the
ability to learn a new idea about a movement or
argument that an opposing individual is creating
can be a beneficial, mutual exchange that fosters
a diversity of ideas.
Even though JMU doesn’t endorse any of
these individuals and these interactions may be
annoying for students who are simply passing
through a common area to get to class, it may be
a minor problem that we have to deal with that
allows all of us to freely express our own thoughts
and beliefs.
“I have no reason to think their concern isn’t
a legitimate, honest and genuine belief on their
part,” Hawk said. “The university should be a
place where people get exposed to different
ideas, and different religious ideas is a good part
of education.”
CONTACT Matthew Sasser at sasserma@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Local community members often pass out Bible verses, pamphlets and other items to students on campus.
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Virginia election results
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Despite local government remaining red with Tony Wilt winning over Brent Finnegan, all of the state elections went blue. The shift to a more Democratic representation in government shows the distrust in Trump.

DAN FORD | forward thinking
O n Tu e s d a y ,
Virginians made
a resounding
statement
by electing
Democrats Ralph
Northam, Justin
Fairfax and Mark
Herring to be the
commonwealth’s
n e x t g o v e r n o r,
lieutenant governor
and attorney general, respectively.
With the nation’s eyes geared directly on
the results of this state’s elections – curious of
Virginia’s response to our president’s agenda –
a loud message was delivered by Virginians in
clear opposition of the president and the 
Republican Party.
It’s impossible to underestimate the
importance of these results. As Virginians,
we illuminated to the rest of this country the
reality that hatred and bigotry combined with
divisiveness and exclusivity will ultimately

fade — particularly so in a state that’s been because the two were of different races, as the
through as much as ours. The reality is that our landmark Supreme Court decision validated.
commonwealth has endured much in its time, These fundamental beliefs of inclusive prosperity
having the scar tissue to prove it.
were also evident when the former slave state and
From delivering the fathers of this nation home of the Confederacy voted for our nation’s
to housing the cradle of the
first black president in 
Confederacy in Richmond,
and then re-elected him in
Virginia has been both the
.
“A loud message was
beacon of American hope
retention of
delivered by Virginians theVirginia’s
and Western thought as well
notions of prosperity
as, at times, the antithesis to
via inclusivity was also
in clear opposition of
the freedom and opportunity
wonderfully illuminated a
the president and the
professed by our country’s
year ago, when it was the
founders.
2017 Republican Party.” only former Confederate
Through this checkered
state to vote against Donald
histor y, however, many
Trump in the presidential
Virginians have remained
election, rejecting his
strong to the foundational
hatred for the prosperous
Dan Ford
notions of prosperity through
message of unification
inclusivity. This was evident
in our effort to achieve a
when Virginia served as the backdrop for the better future.
remarkable Loving vs. Virginia case. In this case,
Tuesday extended this message further, as it
a Virginian interracial couple attested that love rejected the  version of the party that in the
had no bounds and couldn’t be illegal simply age of Lincoln presented the ideals of unification

and a progressive future in the face of our nation’s
greatest threat. Today’s Republican Party is greatly
unfamiliar with these notions of unified progress,
and might be beginning to bear the political costs
of this.
Including the remarkable gains made by
Democrats in the Virginia House of Delegates —
which saw Danica Roem become the country’s
first openly transgender person to be elected
as a state legislator — the statewide victories
mentioned above clearly show the general
goodness of Virginians as the nation faces one
of its greatest political tests.
In our commonwealth, Trump’s hatred and
the uneven message of the Republican Party
may indeed resonate with some, but it remains
detestable to the plurality.
If Tuesday’s results are of any indication, it
seems as though hope will soon suffocate the
fear presented by Trump and his allies.
Dan Ford is a senior international affairs and
international business double major. Contact
Dan at forddm@dukes.jmu.edu.

Governor

Candidate
Ralph Northam
Ed Gillespie
Clifford Hyra

Party
Democrat
Republican
Libertarian

Votes
1,404,851
1,180,415
30,240

PCT (%)
53.7
45.1
1.2

Lieutenant
Governor

Candidate
Justin Fairfax
Jill Vogel

Party
Democrat
Republican

Votes
1,362,039
1,222,421

PCT (%)
52.7
47.3

Attorney
General

Candidate
Mark Herring
John Adams

Party
Democrat
Republican

Votes
1,379,637
1,211,061

PCT (%)
53.3
46.7
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Not so strange

Netflix’s original show ‘Stranger Things’ turns our daily obstacles into metaphorical monsters
RISHMITA AICH | pride and prejudice
It’s more
than just a
story about
a bunch of
teenagers en
route to save
the world on
their bicycles,
loaded with
ammunition
of walkietalkies and
Eggos.
Netflix’s “Stranger Things” has found a
place in our hearts for strangely familiar
reasons.
Set in the s, the show is a throwback
to the pre-decadent world of simpler times,
where -year-olds clutch their walkietalkies, Friday nights were reserved for
board games with friends rather than
solo-time with video games and Google
was replaced with a late-night call to your
science teacher.
A cross between Stephen King and
Steven Spielberg, the genre of “Stranger
Things” falls in the territory of spooky, but
not disturbing. It’s appealing to both the
millennials, for its thrill-seeking storyline,
and the Gen-Xers, who are longing to hop
on the retro roller coaster. But the show’s
real moving factor is its slowly unfolding

trauma and grief that stand above the the people dying, getting lost and trapped
staple storyline of heroes, monsters and in an alternate dimension that exists right
villains.
under the surface of our worlds, is strangely
Underneath the monster-filled parallel similar to the biblical term “Hell.” A similar
dimension that includes a side story about parallel can be made with the demogorgans
a rebellious telepath and a quest for a lost acting as the diligent hellhounds, let loose
kid; there’s a constant thrust of adult grief, to drag the innocents to the depths of
childhood suffering and unshakeable the upside down and sacrifice them to
their almighty, the
trauma. The
shadow monster. By
hope that
“‘Stranger Things’ reminds
reinventing a biblical
comes with
us that we’re able to fight
horror story we all
an easy access
know, “Stranger
to the land of
off the demons that haunt
Things” tugs at our
the dead, to
us, all by ourselves.”
primal fear of death
bring a loved
and mortality, a fear
one back to life
or the chance
that’s existed since we
of sealing the
were toddlers.
Rishmita Aich
crack on the
But all that fear takes
wall like the chance of putting a Band-Aid a backseat as soon as we come across the
on our problems, are relatable desires or Dungeon and Dragons buddies teaming
circumstances that we’ve all faced in our up to save their friend, reviving the residual
lives.
fantasies of our preteen years about the
In , Sigmund Freud coined the term dark and the unknown.
“uncanny,” which he defined as a class of
We’re thrown into a looming mist of
frightening things that lead us back to what nostalgia that makes us yearn for the kind
is known and familiar. “Stranger Things” of friendship that these protagonists have
employs the same tricks of the uncanny because it’s gone extinct in our fast-paced,
to connect our fears, desires and grief to a time-crushing world, where we don’t have
whimsical plot about losing loved ones to a the time to turn back for the ones who’ve
place no one knows about or has access to. fallen into the pit.
Moreover, I would say the whole concept of
Today our genres are way more complex,

where adult protagonists struggle to barely
keep their heads above the water, striving
amid the everyday throes of their lives,
let alone a bunch of -year-olds fighting
against extraterrestrial monsters. Thus,
the back-to-back success of the kids
outrunning the evil on their bananaseat bicycles is comforting and assuring
throughout an episode’s -minute run
time. In a world with “Game of Thrones”
and “Breaking Bad,” “Stranger Things”
reminds us that we’re able to fight off the
demons that haunt us all by ourselves.
Like Eleven — the psychic girl who
escapes from the government lab in the
show — we’ve all found a new home in the
small town of Hawkins, Indiana. Although
this town is monster-infested, it still seems
to be more homely than the harsh, cold
world of inequality and violence that we
live in.
Through the show, we’ve discovered
nostalgia and comfort in a place where
even stranger things can do no harm
amid the protection of one’s family,
suburban neighbors and a group of dorky
determined friends. And that’s why we
keep going back to it.
Rishmita Aich is a senior media arts
and design major. Contact Rishmita at
aichrx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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TESS GIBSON | the art of noncomformity
It’s that time of
year again — we
think too much
about our exes,
reminisce over when
we were kids and
feel bitter nostalgia
watching the leaves
change and fall. As
our environment
alters, we do as well
— in good ways and
bad.
This can happen during any change in season,
such as spring when we feel a new freedom
burning inside us as summer adventures
await. But during fall especially, there are many
elements that contribute to mood swings. In NIH
MedlinePlus, staff writer Shana Potash writes that
for colder weather, people experience loss of
energy, oversleeping, decreased motivation and
bad cravings. “For some people, changes of the
seasons can trigger a change in mood, including
the onset of a form of depression called seasonal
affective disorder (SAD),” Potash said. “Most
commonly, SAD usually occurs during the fall
and winter, when the days are shorter, and usually
goes away in the spring and summer, when the
days get longer. Some experts think the shorter
days, with less sunlight, upset the body’s internal
clock.”
From personal experience and observation, I
found out this isn’t uncommon at all. My friend’s

mom Karen dealt with this
severely for years. Once
December hit, they’d
fly her to Karen’s
mother’s house
in Florida for
the rest of the
month, and
would go down
to visit during
Christmas
break.
Recently,
her seasonal
depression
has gotten better, but she still has to go away
on weekend trips during cold months to cope.
This isn’t just a new concept either, but was
discovered by generations far before our time. Dr.
Leo Sher tells readers in his article “Cortisol and
Seasonal Changes in Mood and Behavior,” that
“Since ancient times, people have been aware of
seasonal changes in mood and behavior.
“Poets have described the sense of sadness,
loss and lethargy that can accompany the
shortening days of fall and winter. Many cultures
and religions have winter festivals associated
with candles or fire. These festivals represent
attempts to raise spirits in a season when the
days are short.” Since I’m close with my parents,
we talk about this often around Halloween and
Thanksgiving. We all experience a slight change
in mood, and my mom and I especially feel this
yearly with our emotions being a tad off. I can

harriSonburg

Classes
Saturday 12pm
Sunday
5pm

hotyogaharrisonburg.com

90 North main street, suite 101
harrisonburg, va 22802
540-433-9642 (YOGA)

KAT ELLIS / CONTRIBUTING DESIGNER

recognize a new season without
even looking outside due to my
distinct change in mood and behavior.
The thing to understand is that it’s totally
natural and healthy to go through emotional
changes, but when on the scope of depression,
one should seek out professional help or advice.
Assuming that’s not the case, and you just feel a
little down in the dumps when the temperature
drops, how do you keep your spirits up? Clinical
social worker Colleen Crane, in her private
practice, has found some solutions which she
mentions in her article “Seasonal mood changes:
how to cope,” where she discusses change as a
positive thing.
“I have many clients who comment to me that
when seasonal changes occur it forces them to
take notice of what has happened over the last
several months and deal with the outcomes
of their behaviors,” Crane said. These events

could include bringing on memories of
our pasts, relationships, a family member
passing or other significant changes. Crane
recommends to, “Take some time to reflect with
seasonal changes. Focus on what you want to let
go of and what you want to cultivate more of.”
I couldn’t agree more with Crane, but while
this advice seems straightforward and simple,
coping with seasonal depression isn’t an easy
task. Don’t be afraid to give yourself some “me
time” and accept your sadness as your reality for
the day. Afterward, moving forward refreshed
with a better head on your shoulders will be
much easier, and you’ll find rewarding clarity.
No one’s perfect, and it’s foolish to pretend
otherwise, but don’t let sweater weather take
away the awe of living out each day.
Tess Gibson is a sophomore writing, rhetoric
and
technical
communication
major.
Contact Tess at gibsonto@dukes.jmu.edu.
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DOUBLEHEADER

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10
MEN
WOMEN
VS.

5 PM

VS.

7:30 PM

PRESENTED BY

Students receive FREE admission
with a valid JACard

ATTEND THE MEN'S GAME TO RECEIVE YOUR
LEFT SOCK, AND GET THE RIGHT ONE AT THE
WOMEN'S GAME AFTERWARDS
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360degree
resence
JMU students create communitybased app for virtual reality
experience
LOGO COURTESY OF AKRAM ABDOU, GRAPHIC BY JOANNA MCNEILLY / THE BREEZE

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

Twitter: @Breeze_Culture
Instagram: @Breeze_Culture

CALEY ENGLISH / THE BREEZE

Abdou created Presence, Inc. to give users a place to upload videos and photographs as VR from anywhere in the world.
By ABBY CHURCH
The Breeze

In a world where technology is in its most advanced
stage, virtual reality is growing in popularity. The
-degree videos and photos on Facebook and
Twitter not only allow users to see a picture, but also
what’s happening in the perimeters at the same time
with the tilt of a screen or a swipe of a finger. For
his capstone project, senior integrated science and
technology major Akram Abdou decided to tap into
the virtual reality market and create an app called
Presence, which he considers the “Instagram of .”
Abdou first developed an interest in virtual reality
after switching from an engineering major to ISAT.
Buying an Oculus virtual reality system, Abdou
couldn’t help but notice how expensive and clunky
virtual reality devices were, and he wanted to put the
same technology on a phone in an app.
Originally starting to build his app by himself,
Abdou watched tutorials on how to develop apps
over the summer and built  “really simple” apps to
hone his skills. However, when it came time to develop
Presence, Abdou found that the process “was not the
same” and knew he needed outside help.
At first, Abdou outsourced and hired people
overseas to help him build Presence, but it proved to
be challenging because of the time difference and wait
time to make changes. Taking the project into his own
hands and parting with the outsourced employees for
a bit on good terms — eventually returning to them
down the road for more help — Abdou sought to create
a development team that was closer to home.
“If you work with people, you [have to] hire the

right people, not the best people,” Abdou said. “And
[the outsources] were the best people, but they weren’t
the right people.”
One of the first people Abdou recruited for the
Presence team was JMU alumnus (’) Dustin Hux. A
computer science major who created the JMU Parking
App, Hux knew Abdou from their involvement in JMU’s
Society of Entrepreneurs. He joined the team and
became the iOS and Android developer.
“He just sat me down, kind of pitched the idea to
me,” Hux said. “[He] said, ‘Here’s where we are, I’ve
had some people in foreign development teams kind
of working on this project,’” Hux said. “‘I’m not really
getting what I want out of it. I’d really like to get things
closer to home and get a developer that’s kind of near
me and kind of knows what he’s doing, so if you [want
to] be a part of this, you can.’”
Abdou also recruited JMU alumnus (’) Chris
Morales for the project. A double major in industrial
design and graphic design during his time at JMU,
Morales serves as the technical artist for Presence, in
charge of creating the visuals and experience of the
app.
“I loved the idea, the enthusiasm, how far it could
go,” Morales said. “And after a while, [I] signed the
contract and started to get to work.”
Presence is best described as a community-based
app that focuses on -degree photos and videos.
The name of the app comes from the “immersive
feeling” the team hopes to incite when people use
Presence. Complete with a geotag feature, users can
hit a country’s flag and see -degree photos from
that particular area. They can even put their phones
into a VR headset to view the pictures.
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“How cool would it be to want to be at the Grammys or at
Coachella or in an eagle’s nest and you could just open up your
phone and you could be there?” Morales said. “Put on your
headset and you’re transported into this area … so stuff like that,
really taking it to the next level beyond Instagram and beyond
Facebook, where we can really like focus on this and I’m sure
we’re not the people that did it first, but we’re doing it best.”
When creating Presence, the team wanted to create a more
informed world through virtual reality. Hux explained that the
team’s main goal was to make virtual reality more reachable.
“It’s always been something that people look at and people
know of and everyone’s got a friend that has like a VR headset or
everyone’s got ... someone that has a  camera,” Hux said. “But
our goal is to really make virtual reality and  photography
accessible to everyone and to kind of add that social aspect to
it. So not only can you view the pictures and photos in , but
you can share them, you can comment on them, show them to
your friends, things like that.”
While creating Presence was exciting for the team, it came
with many challenges.
“There’s so many different factors that you have to
keep in mind when you look at different parts of the
product,” Abdou said. “So my biggest challenge
was always what’s the next step and how is the
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next step [going to] affect the previous step?
And then how are those two steps [going to]
affect the whole picture? I think the biggest
challenge or biggest part that came
together was just making something
that can be used by people besides
ourselves.”
Presence has been well
received since its release
this past summer. While
creating the app came
with challenges,
some high points
of the experience
for the team
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have been seeing people put Presence to work.
“We’ve had people, like a friend, use it
because we told them to,” Hux said. “But
the coolest part is just seeing random people
use it, you know, who have no idea who we
are, who are just using the app because they
like it.”
Abdou claims college is the best time to
start a business because there are plenty of
resources at hand who can do things at a
lower cost than professionals. For students
who want to do the same thing Abdou and
his team have done, he recommends not
going at it alone and starting early.
“That’s the cool part with being in
college is that you’ve got so many
people who are so smart — especially somewhere like JMU, where
people are just thriving for success,” Abdou said. “It’s a good
time to sort of network and
find that people that are
[going to] motivate you along
with being passionate about
the product like yourself.”

CONTACT
Jazmine
Otey at oteyjl@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more on
the culture, arts and
lifestyle of the JMU
and Harrisonburg
communities,
follow the culture
CALEY ENGLISH / THE BREEZE
desk on Twitter
Each member of the team worked hard to finalize the virtual reality app. With skills in graphic design and developing iOS, it took months to make Presence the way they imagined.
@Breeze_Culture.

HARRISONBURG

CHESS CLUB
Tuesday Evenings

7:30

All skill levels welcome
Chess sets & clocks provided
Trinity Presbyterian Church

Corner of Rt. 42 & Maryland Ave
(Port Republic)

Call Chris for information:

540-383-7596
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Anything but
bored

Spanish board game club works to ease the fear of speaking in a
foreign language through comfort in childhood games

THE POINTE
ALL NEW LUXURY TOWNHOMES

Located right across from Copper Beech,
The Pointe offers both furnished and unfurnished options
with cable and internet included with your rent!

EARLY BONUS SPECIALS!

$535

WILL CARMACK / THE BREEZE

Board games are well known and provide students with comfort while conversing in an unknown language.
By SHANNA KELLY
The Breeze

Sitting around the kitchen table on Saturday
nights with family members’ screams echoing
across the house at every roll of a dice or play on
the board is a typical childhood scene. For some
reason, board games have faded from most people’s
lives as they’ve gotten older.
Jennifer Lang-Rigal, assistant professor of
Spanish linguistics, bought a few Spanish board
games and was looking for a way to put them to
use. She suggested to her teacher’s assistant Emilee
Vander Werff, a junior Spanish and communication
sciences and disorders double major, to create a
Spanish board game club.
“We just want people to be able to experience
Spanish outside the classroom to get more
confident in it, but at the same time, have a good
time,” Wyatt Lam, a junior biology major who’ll run
the club alongside Vander Werff, said.
The club includes Spanish board games,
conversation and some snacks from Spanish
countries. It’ll take place every other Thursday
from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. The remaining dates for this
semester are Nov. 16 and Nov. 30 with more to come
in 2018.
The games, which are held in the language
resource center in Keezell Hall for anyone to use,
include internationally known games such as
Clue, Monopoly, Scrabble and Chinese Checkers
in Spanish as well as other Spanish games such as
Turista Mexicano, Flux and Memoria.
Lam acknowledged that while there are a lot
of other Spanish clubs on campus, sometimes it
might be hard for students to have the confidence
to attend the meetings.
“It seems like sometimes it can be daunting and
intimidating for a student to want to go into one of
those clubs,” Lam said.
However, board games offer a new approach
since students are already familiar with what they
are and how to play them from their childhood.

According to Vander Werff, since board games
are something that everybody knows, it can help
break that intimidating barrier for students. The
mental approach would be that they’re going to
the meeting to play board games versus going
and just conversing in Spanish at a table.
“Games I think motivate us to participate and
they motivate us to win,” Lang-Rigal said. “You
naturally have to be involved. You have to speak
up, you have to say something and you want to
stay involved in it; you stay engaged because
there’s an outcome.”
Lang-Rigal refers to this kind of speaking as
spontaneous speaking, which according to her
is a skill that you can never practice too much.
“The experience would probably be more
natural,” Lam said. “[In] a board game you kind
of are just using the skills that you have in any
way that you can to communicate what’s going
on.”
Not only does the club focus on oral
communication skills, but it also provides
opportunities for students to expand their
Spanish vocabulary.
“If people go and learn new words in this
setting, they learn different words to play the
game,” Vander Werff said. “I feel like they’ll
remember them because they have something
to attribute it to.”
Overall, this is an experience that Lang-Rigal
sees as a way for students to meet other people
with the same interests and it’s even been
beneficial for her as a professor.
“It’s been a really good experience for me to
see how to get students engaged outside of the
classroom, what works, what doesn’t,” LangRigal said.
CONTACT Shanna Kelly at kelly3sc@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts and
lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter @Breeze_Culture.

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
etails
o r r a t e dOUR
a l l f ABOUT
*c
ASK

NOW LEASING FOR

FALL 2018
EXCELLENT AMENITIES:

why lease?
Brand New • Three Story Townhomes •
Four Bedrooms • Four and a half Bathrooms •
Stainless Steele Appliances • Hardwood Flooring •
Walk in Closets • Private Bathrooms • All Major
Appliances Included • Full Size Washer/Dryer •
Clubhouse • Furnished/Unfurnished Options •
Covered Bus Stop • Open Parking • Cable and
Internet Included • Premium Deck Units

C A L L TO DAY F O R
YO U R N E W TO W N H O M E
AT T H E P O I N T E

540.433.2279
info@thepointeharrisonburg.com
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Sam Smith’s newest album discusses the pain of heartbreak and his newly
publicized sexual identity
By CELINA WICKHAM
contributing writer
Sam Smith

“The Thrill
of It All”
««««

It’s finally arrived
— the next chapter
of his beautifully
vocalized heartache.
Release: Nov. 3, 2017
After  long months,
U.K.-based singer/songwriter Sam Smith has
stepped back on the scene with his second album,
“The Thrill of it All.” Despite the enthusiastic
title, a black-and-white version of the numbfaced Smith is plastered on the cover. It wasn’t
long ago that Smith confessed to a New York
Times journalist that the ending of a five-month
relationship was what provoked this masterpiece.
After a sneak peek in September, his entire
album was officially released Friday with similar
feelings to his previous one, but with a newfound
attitude. His single “Too Good at Goodbyes”

debuted at No.  in the U.K. and rapidly gained
popularity among his fans. From the beginning
to end of “The Thrill of It All,” Smith’s harmonious
yet pain-stricken voice is woven with piano-heavy
ballads. The transitions of soft pop to slow R&B
in between songs illustrate his indecisiveness
about how to handle his heartbreak. He appears
to be healing and moving forward with “One Last
Song,” then continues on to ask his significant
other to “Say it First” when proclaiming their
love. The major setbacks in his healing process
are made obvious through the order of his songs.
Although he experiences mixed emotions, it’s
apparent that Smith has become comfortable
with publicizing his sexuality. For those who
may not know, Smith has identified himself as
non-gender binary, meaning he’s not exclusively
masculine or feminine. “I feel just as much
woman as I am man,” Smith announced when
The Sunday Times curiously asked about his

sexual identity. This is news to his audience but
very clear in his lyrics, something that’s never
going to change.
Up until now, Smith has made the love interest
in his songwriting incredibly vague. In “Him,” the
song that surprised us all, he confronts a “Holy
Father” saying “It is him I love / It is him I love.”
As the chorus approaches, the true message
is unveiled. Smith sings an empowering and
memorable line, “Don’t you try and tell me that
God doesn’t care for us / It is him I love.” Bold is
the word that fits the description of this song, even
in  — especially for an individual expressing
his heartfelt attraction without holding back. Not
only is his voice capable of whispering melodious
vocals, but he also demands attention with his
tone.
The gap separating albums “In the Lonely
Hour” and “The Thrill of It All” show a time of selfacceptance and stepping out of his comfort zone.

An intimate, farm-to-table
restaurant in Harrisonburg, VA
serving elevated American cuisine
in a casual dining environment.
Sunday Brunch

Private Dining Room available
for your Special Occasion

rocktownkitchen.com

217 South Liberty Street
At The Ice House
Downtown Harrisonburg, VA

Fortunately for us, this Grammy-winning artist
has willingly shared his personal and moving
journey. As you approach the end of his latest
album, Smith even brings back what we’re most
familiar with — the choir. With this being said,
there are new aspects, but his musical sound is
still just as soothing as it was before. Brilliantly
crafted, “The Thrill of It All” may just be one of
the best breakup albums of the year.
This singer is among the few, such as Frank
Ocean, to show the world a heartbreaking love
story from an LGBTQ point of view. Smith
has inspired his devoted fans, and for this
reason “The Thrill of It All” is a must listen.
CONTACT Celina Wickham at wickhacm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter
@Breeze_Culture.

Sports
Unravel the web
Editors Sammy Criscitello & Kevin Haswell

Email breezesports@gmail.com

By BLAKE PACE
The Breeze

PHOTOS BY JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

After dominating the Rhode Island Rams - last
weekend, JMU football (-, - CAA) sits undefeated with
just two weeks left in the season. The Dukes’ versatility is
unmatched in the FCS, as they lead the nation in total defense
(. yards per game), and rank second in completion
percentage (. percent), fourth in average sacks per
game () and fifth in turnover margin (+). They’ll look to
continue this elite level of play against the Richmond Spiders
at Bridgeforth Stadium for a senior-night matchup with the
Dukes this Saturday at : p.m.

1. Force the ground game
For JMU to find early success in this week’s matchup, look
for them to unleash their plethora of running backs early on.
“We’re in decent shape health-wise at running back,” head
coach Mike Houston said. “We did a really good job in the
second half of last week’s game at Rhode Island and in order
to play the game we want to play this Saturday, we’re going
to have to come out and establish the run early.”
Richmond’s defense has had a difficult time in defending
the run — having allowed over  yards per game and .
yards per carry. Additionally, the Spiders have conceded
four + rushing yard games to Colgate (), Sam Houston
State (), Delaware () and Elon (). The Dukes will
set out in hopes of their fourth + rushing yard game of the
season, after totaling  against Delaware,  against East
Carolina University and  against Norfolk State.
“We don’t look past any opponents,” senior running back
Taylor Woods said. “Richmond is a tough defense and they
played us tough last year and I know they’re going to play
us tough this year.”
With four active running backs — Woods, juniors Trai
Sharp and Marcus Marshall and freshman Percy Agyei-Obese
— having totaled more than over  yards rushing on the
season, look for the Dukes to feed the hot hand of the day
and attack the Spiders on the ground.

2. Halt the Spiders’ passing offense
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While the offensive unit will attack the ground, the
defense will need to fortify the air to lead the Dukes to a
victory come Saturday.

3. Maintain a clean pocket
On the other side of the ball, the offensive line will face
a tough pass rush from Richmond come Saturday. The
Spiders rank th in the FCS in average sacks per game
(.) and have amassed  sacks over this season. Junior
defensive lineman Andrew Clyde has led this pass rush and
has . total sacks, including seven sacks by himself.
“Clyde is a big, strong kid and one of the top sack guys in
the conference,” Houston said. “We’re going to have to do
a great job with him.”
This will be a tough task for the Dukes, a unit that’s
struggled to keep a healthy pocket and their quarterback
protected through this point in the season. Senior
quarterback Byran Schor has been sacked an average of
. times per game, tied for th in the FCS.
“We’ve got to do a good job of communication up front
and do a good job of protecting Bryan,” Houston said.
“They’ve got a good front four and they’re going to put
pressure on us, but hopefully the run game can keep them
off balance a little bit and give Bryan a little more time.”
While the run game should keep the Dukes’ offense afloat
this week, protecting Schor and giving him an open pocket
in the passing game should ensure a JMU victory.

4. No unnecessary penalties
“It’s been amazing,” Woods said. “Four years went by
way too fast.”
When the Dukes take the field for the final regular-season
home game of the year,  of JMU’s players will bid their
regular-season farewell to Bridgeforth Stadium. For the
four-year members of the program, they’ve enjoyed 
wins, three FCS postseason appearances and a national
championship in .
“It’s been tremendous,” redshirt senior safety Raven
Greene said. “Being able to go out and play in this stadium
has been great. It’s going to be a crazy experience knowing
that that’s my last regular-season home game.”
While the seniors reminisce over their time at JMU
throughout this week, they’ll be focused on nothing other
than taking home a win come game day.
“I always put a big emphasis on senior day and the
importance of seniors to the football program,” Houston
said. “When you look back at , I’ll remember that as
Gage Steele and Brandon Ravenel and Rashard Davis and
this year it’s the same thing with this team — I’ll think about
Andrew Ankrah and Bryan Schor and Aaron Stinnie.”
When it comes down to it, at the end of the road, expect
an extra effort from the Dukes this week to win for their
seniors so they can enjoy celebrating one more regularseason fight song with the Marching Royal Dukes and the
JMU faithful.
“You really just want to pay tribute to the guys that’ve put
so much to the program for four or five years and hopefully
send them out with a win,” Houston said.

On the other side of the ball, the defense will be tasked
with disrupting the pocket for Richmond redshirt senior
quarterback Kyle Lauletta and shutting down his wide
receivers in the passing game.
“He’s one of the most talented quarterbacks in the
country,” Houston said. “He runs very well, he’s tall, has
great accuracy, good feet, he’s a smart player and he’s very
competitive. He’s a very talented kid and he’s going to be a
very big challenge for us Saturday.
Lauletta has been brilliant for the Spiders this season,
averaging . passing yards per game and  touchdowns
through the air. He leads the nation in total passing yards and
ranks th in completion percentage.
Fortunately for the JMU defense, it’s done a great job at
preventing opposing quarterbacks from succeeding this
season. It’s allowing just over  passing yards per game
and has only fortified three touchdowns through the air.
“Hopefully we can contain him, keep him in the pocket
and keep him from getting out and running, do a good job in CONTACT Blake Pace at paceba@dukes.jmu.edu. For
coverage in the secondary, be able to put pressure on him in more football coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter
the pocket and hopefully force some mistakes,” Houston said. @TheBreezeSports.
JMU’s defense yielded just 143 total yards at Rhode Island on Saturday.
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25,000 strong
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Attendance at Bridgeforth Stadium leads the FCS this season
LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE

JMU boasts a perfect 5-0 home record and 13-0 overall home record under Mike Houston heading into Saturday. If the Dukes were to win out, they’ll host every playoff game ahead of the FCS National Championship.
By CATIE HARPER
The Breeze

When a Saturday in the fall rolls around in
Harrisonburg, there’s no better place to be than
Bridgeforth Stadium. Packed to capacity with
fans who have an undying passion for JMU’s
football team, the atmosphere is electric.
Throughout this season, the Dukes have led
the FCS in home-game attendance, averaging
, fans per game. With one regular-season
game left for the Dukes, their average attendance
has the chance to rise above the stadium’s
capacity of ,. General admission and
student tickets allow for the attendance average
to be over capacity.
“We’ve never led the FCS in attendance,
and right now we are leading them with three
weeks to go,” Kevin Warner, the assistant athletic
director for communications, said. “That would
be a great goal to achieve if we can finish the
season as the attendance leader on our level.”
Playing in front of a sold-out crowd is something

the football team has gotten used to. Three of
the Dukes’ five home games have been in front
of packed stands.
“I think we’ve had good, solid attendance
each of the last two years,” head coach Mike
Houston said. “I think it has been a lot more
this year, and I think that results a lot from a
performance last year and from the way the team
is playing this year.”
Through four home games this season, JMU
hasn’t only found itself atop of FCS programs in
home-game attendance, but above  percent of
FBS schools as well.
“It’s a credit to our fans for supporting us,”
senior quarterback Bryan Schor said. “I think the
team has shown that if you put the effort in and
you get to a point where you can win games, then
the fans are going to show out and appreciate
coming to your games.”
From Warner’s perspective, it’s not just the
success that the football team has achieved
that’s led to JMU putting up FBS-like attendance
numbers. Along with the team’s outstanding

play, he credits every part of the game day
operations to the large turnout. This includes
everything from the Marching Royal Dukes
— which NFL.com ranks as one of the best in
the nation — to the team’s audio and video
production staff.
“If you look at game day at JMU, it’s a pretty
high-level operation,” Warner said. “I would
venture to guess that if you look at that  percent
of schools that we’re ahead of in attendance, we
probably have a better game day atmosphere
than a good percentage of those schools.”
Home games haven’t been the only contests
this season where the crowd is decked out in
purple and gold. The JMU faithful have made
their presence known up and down the East
Coast this season.
“I think in the past years in certain stadiums
it’s almost felt like we’ve taken over,” Schor said.
“We’re lucky enough that JMU has enough
alumni around the country that everywhere we
go we’ve got a couple people that make it feel
like home for us.”

Looking at the stands at some road games
this season, you wouldn’t realize you weren’t at
Bridgeforth.
“I think the other thing that helps us is
location-wise, our alumni pockets are so spread
out,” Warner said. “There are so many games
played in a reasonable distance, and our fans
are dedicated to go to those venues.”
Whether the game is at home or on the road,
JMU Nation makes sure the team knows they
have fans in attendance, especially on third
downs. The stands start rocking when the
defense is on the field, and it’s something Schor
has come to love.
“It gets really loud [on defense],” Schor
said. “I enjoy that more than anything. I enjoy
getting into it with the fans, pumping them up
and watching our defense. It’s just a lot of fun
to be out there and hear our fans going crazy.”
CONTACT Catie Harper at harpercm@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more football coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

PIZZA • PASTA • SUBS

GO DUKES!
LUNCH SPECIALS

2 Slices + 1 topping
$4.25
Steak & Cheese Combo $7.99
w/ Fries and a Drink
Garden Salad & 1 Slice $5.80
Cheese Pizza w/ Drink
Prices exclude tax | Not available on Sundays

CALL AHEAD FOR QUICK PICK UP
540-564-0105
225 Burgess Road
In the Walmart Shopping Center
Sun-Thurs 11am-10pm
Fri-Sat 11am-11pm
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Who’s the American League MVP?
CATCH A LATE NIGHT
RIDE AND WIN PRIZES
SATURDAY NIGHT!

• NEW LATE NIGHT
BUS ROUTES

•FREE AND SAFE

•SAVE MONEY

•FOR STUDENTS OF
ALL AGES

RIDE SAFELY TO
ARRIVE SAFELY

By BLAKE PACE
The Breeze

If we’re picking one guy to carry a franchise for
the next decade-plus, give me the -foot--inch, pound mammoth Aaron Judge. The rightful 
American League Rookie of the Year and MVP took
the league by storm this year, slugging  home runs
— not only the most in the AL, but the most by any
rookie in MLB history.
Judge led the league in runs () and walks ()
and finished second in RBI (). He trailed only
Mike Trout (who had  fewer plate appearances) in
on-base percentage (.), slugging percentage (.)
and on-base-plus-slugging percentage (.). He
propelled a team who many expected to be a year or
two from contention past the Cleveland Indians’ —
who finished the regular season with best record of
any AL team — in the ALDS. Judge’s timely home
runs and game-saving catches brought the Yankees
one win away from a World Series berth.
The primary knocks on Judge’s game are his high
propensity to strike out and tendency to go in-andout of slumps. His slump in July and August was
a deep valley to an otherwise stellar season, but
what can’t be ignored was his ability to bounce
back from that flop. After a two-month stretch
in which he batted ., struck out  times and
managed just  home runs and  RBIs, the rightfielder responded by hitting . with  bombs and
 RBIs to finish the regular season.
Those who believe Houston Astros second
baseman José Altuve deserves MVP honors are simply
giving too much weight to batting average and strikeouts. The simple
objective of baseball is to get on base and score runs. If Judge reached
base more frequently and scored more than Altuve, so what if Altuve’s
batting average is  points higher?
While the statistics found on the back of a baseball card don’t

The judge decreed it
always tell the full story, a closer examination of advanced metrics show
just how dominant Judge was this season. Take a look at how he ranked
in Wins Above Replacement (WAR) — a measurement that represents
the number of wins a specific player has added to his team above what
a replacement player would. When considering the value of WAR, a
rating of two or more is a valuable starter, five or more is an All-Star
caliber player and an eight or higher is an MVP candidate. According
to FanGraphs, Judge rated an MLB-best . this season, compared to
Altuve’s score of ..
Additionally, Judge ranked higher than Altuve this past season in
Runs Batting, the number of runs better or worse than average the
player was as a hitter, ( to ), Runs from Fielding, the number of
runs better or worse than average the player was for all fielding ( to
) and Runs from Replacement Level, the number of runs an average
player is better than a replacement player, ( to ). He had a better
OBP (. to .), slugging percentage (. to .) and walked on
several more occasions ( to ).
While some may consider him a lackluster defender for no particular
reason other than judging him by his large frame, he’s already been
named a gold-glove finalist for the right field position. Not only is he
one of the best sluggers in the game, he’s one of the most elite at his
position defensively, which was showcased on the big stage with
his game saving catch in Game  of the ALDS.
The MLB is quickly changing and tailoring itself perfectly
for Judge’s game. With rumors of the MLB implementing
resized baseballs to favor hitters throughout the  season
there isn’t a player benefiting from this more than the -yearold slugger. At the end of the day, numbers don’t lie. Judge led Altuve
in every major offensive statistic except batting average and stolen bases.
All rise for the AL’s most valuable player and the future of Major
League Baseball.
CONTACT Blake Pace at paceba@dukes.jmu.edu. For more sports
coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter at @TheBreezeSports.
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The model of consistency
By JOSEPH RAY
The Breeze

While many major leaguers stuffed the stat
sheet enough to join the  American League
MVP discussion, a -foot--inch second baseman
stands tall above them all — not literally, of
course.
Fresh off the Houston Astros’ World Series
championship, five-time All-Star José Altuve looks
to add another piece of hardware to his trophy
case. In , Altuve led Major League Baseball
with a . batting average and finished the
regular season with  hits — his fourth-straight
season with  hits or more.
Altuve, who struck out just  times, also stayed
below  strikeouts again, which he’s done every
year in his seven-year career. The same can’t be
said for Altuve’s competition in the MVP race.
New York Yankees right fielder Aaron Judge,
towering more than a foot taller than Altuve at
-foot-, took the MLB by storm before the All-Star
break. If the season ended in mid-July, the star
rookie probably would’ve been the unanimous
MVP. Nonetheless, Judge’s ruthless power
overshadowed his high strikeout numbers.
Judge’s  strikeouts before the All-Star break
peaked Altuve’s strikeout total on the season.
The outfielder finished with an MLB-leading 
strikeouts, becoming the only player in the MLB
to eclipse the -strikeout mark.
Both players impressed in the first half, but
Altuve’s consistency transcended to the second
half, while Judge drifted into mediocrity. In
August, Judge hit below the Mendoza Line of
., batting . with  strikeouts, while Altuve

continued his torrent pace, slugging his way to a
. average.
Altuve also had a historic month of July, batting
just shy of . with four home runs and  RBIs.
At that point, Judge’s strikeout toll began to weigh
on his average. The right fielder struck out 
times and struggled to find base hits, as he hit to
the tune of a measly . clip for the month. Judge
struggled to make consistent contact after the AllStar break, batting ., which dragged his season
average down to .. On the other hand, Altuve’s
. average in the second half nearly mirrored
his first-half average of ..
Both players had memorable impacts on
their respective teams, but Altuve had a more
complete regular season. Nobody can argue
against Judge’s ability to hit the long ball, but
he struck out in more than a third of his at-bats.
Altuve also seemed to relish in the clutch, while
Judge floundered. Judge batted . with runners
on, compared to Altuve who hit .. And with the
bases loaded, Altuve’s average rose to ., while
Judge’s fell to ..
In addition to his composure at the dish,
Altuve’s aggressiveness on the basepaths helped
the Astros score an MLB-leading  runs. Altuve
swiped  bases and legged out  doubles on
the season.
While Altuve’s postseason performance doesn’t
qualify for MVP consideration, without him,
Houston may have had to wait a little longer for
its first World Series.
CONTACT Joseph Ray at ray3ja@dukes.jmu.
edu. For more baseball coverage, follow the the
sports desk on Twitter at @TheBreezeSports.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

As an intregal part of the Houston Astros’ 2017 World Series championship team, José Altuve led a star-studded team with an MLB-leading and career-best .346 batting average coupled with a league-best 204 knocks in the regular season.
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MADISON
MARKETPLACE
Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only
listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool. Ads run two weeks
online and in two print editions.
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JOBS

P a r t - T i m e
Administrative
Specialist
Job
Opportunity
The
City
of
Harrisonburg
is
seeking
applications
for a part-time
Administrative
S p e c i a l i s t .
Apply
online
at
https://www.
harrisonburgva.
gov and click on
“Employment.”
EOE.
FOR SALE

Free
to
Go
Bulldogs
English
Bulldog
male and Female,
14
weeks.
Ready to go for
freeforreykate@
gmail.com

AKC Yellow Lab
Puppies
AKC
Yellow
Labs, 1st shots,
dewormed,
vet
checked.
Ready
12/11.
$1,000.
erinblack17@
gmail.com
or
757.593.3589

Harrisonburg Rockingham
Emergency Communications
Center is seeking applications
for Basic Communicators.
For more information and to
apply online, visit
www.harrisonburgva.gov
and click on
"Employment."
EOE

CAN YOU

ESCAPE?

wants You
As a

Copy
editor!
breezeeditor@gmail.com
https://joblink.jmu.edu/postings/2353

HOUSE OF CLUES
HARRISONBURG
BOOK NOW
harrisonburgescaperoom.com
737 East Market Street
540-810-0623
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JMU men’s basketball aims to
rebound from disappointing
2016-17 season

Can JMU women’s
basketball fill the void left
by Precious Hall?
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JMU women’s basketball led the CAA in points scored in the 2016-17 season with 2,458. It averaged 70.2 points per game (40.3 field goal percentage) — nine more than JMU’s defense allowed on average.

By HARRY HOLTZCLAW
The Breeze
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JMU women’s basketball was picked to win the
CAA in the preseason coaches poll. Despite the
optimism, the last time they were on the floor during
a conference game,the Dukes fell to Elon - in the
 CAA Tournament Championship game. When
the buzzer sounded, the Phoenix went into a frenzy,
and celebrated on JMU’s home floor. Sophomore
guard Kamiah Smalls watched, deflated.
Instead of advancing to the NCAA Tournament, the
Dukes found themselves competing in the Women’s
National Invitation Tournament, in which they fell to
Villanova in the third round.
“It was a lesson,” Smalls said. “We will remember
every day that somebody else cut down our nets.
Somebody won something on our floor that should
be in our trophy case.”
Now, there’s a new season and a new trophy to
chase for the Dukes, who won’t resemble their past
teams. JMU is notorious for having a high-volume
shooter lead the way — scoring a lot of points but
also putting up a lot of missed shots. No shooter can
heave over  shot attempts per game as reigning CAA
Player of the Year Precious Hall did, who graduated
after amassing , points — the second most in
program history. This may make these Dukes even
better, however.
“We can hit you a lot of different ways,” head coach
Sean O’Regan said. “It all starts with Kamiah, but she
isn’t a ‘jacker.’ With all of our other options like Lexie
Barrier, Aneah Young, Kayla Cooper-Williams and
Kelly Koshuta, shutting down Kamiah isn’t enough.
That versatility can be a good thing for us.”
Between sophomore guards Smalls and Barrier
and sophomore forward Devon Merritt, the Dukes
have multiple scoring threats. Throw in senior guard
and three-point sharpshooter Hailee Barron, the
defensive-minded junior guard Young and pass-first
junior point guard Logan Reynolds and the Dukes
appear threatening, even with two key post players
BREEZE FILE PHOTOS
departing.
Sophomore guard Kamiah Smalls notched
Amber Porter, who nished second in the CAA in
CAA Rookie of the Year honors last season. blocked shots last season, was dismissed from the
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Redshirt senior Tasia Butler led JMU in offensive rebounds (80) last year, averaging 2.3 per game. Butler adds a veteran presence to the frontcourt as one of only two seniors on JMU’s 13-member roster.
program for a violation of team rules in September. Savannah Felgemacher transferred to Radford
at the end of last season.
The balanced attack doesn’t end with the returners. New faces will have an impact, particularly
Virginia Tech transfer Koshuta, ready to play after sitting out last year due to NCAA rules. The
redshirt sophomore forward was once a five-star espnW recruit and is a physical presence with
her -foot--inch frame. Freshman guard Tori Harris and freshman forward Breyenne Bellerand
join the Dukes after stellar high school careers. University of Virginia transfer Debra Ferguson
will be eligible to play come spring semester, but the -foot--inch redshirt sophomore center
has already made a lasting impression in the locker room.
“Debra is the most outspoken person I have ever met in my life,” Smalls said. “She’s one of the
funniest people I have ever met. If you need a laugh, just go talk to her.”
Don’t forget about redshirt sophomore forward Cooper-Williams, who’s set to return for the
season opener after recovering from an ACL tear suffered in the opening exhibition game last
season.
“It feels pretty good and I am ready to go,” Cooper-Williams, the CAA Rookie of the Year two

seasons ago, said. “The time off made me mentally strong. My teammates and coaches made life
a lot easier.”
Look for Cooper-Williams to be a ballhawk on the glass and grab the bulk of the JMU rebounds.
This squad will have its hands full with a stacked schedule that includes a November date in
Knoxville to take on ninth-ranked Tennessee. JMU hosts a Florida State team projected to finish
fourth in the ACC on Dec. . before traveling to Ohio to play the Dayton Flyers, who are picked
to win the Atlantic .
The Dukes can bank on one quality that’ll remain constant through the change in team identity
and new schedule — the energy at home.
“It’s a crazy atmosphere,” Barrier said. “It feels like you’re in the football stadium with how
loud it is.”
The deafening JMU fan base will show out to cheer on the Dukes when they first tip off in
the regular season against the Rutgers Scarlet Knights at the Convocation Center on Friday.
CONTACT Harry Holtzclaw at holtzchw@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Joey McLean | Guard

JMU men’s basketball prepares
for season opener

By ELI JENNINGS
The Breeze

JMU men’s basketball will look
to rebound this season following
a discouraging - (- CAA)
- season. Head coach Louis
Rowe now has a full season with the
Dukes under his belt, and the team’s
young core poses a potential threat
to those who have already written
off JMU’s chances this winter.
Like Rowe, the Dukes’ players are
still getting acclimated to the quick
pace of play in the CAA. But for
the top assistant coach at Bowling
Green, JMU’s young players are
ready to roll with the pack.
“This group means a lot from the
standpoint of just how much I’ve
invested in the guys, but I’m not
talking about how they perform on
the court,” Rowe said. “I care a lot
about these guys — I want to see
them do well.”
This season’s group returns
only two players from last season:
redshirt senior forward Ramone
Snowden and senior guard Joey
McLean.
“When I transferred here two
years ago, there was a guy named
Dimitri [Cabarkapa], he was the
oldest guy,” Snowden said. “He
pretty much showed me the ways
around the school — what to do,
where to eat and things like that.
Now I’m the oldest guy, so I get to
show them everything, even on the
court like what coach Rowe expects
… it’s been really fun.”
Snowden will play a key
leadership role on and off the
court this year with  new players
joining the program, including
six incoming freshmen. The team
traveled to the Virgin Islands this
offseason.
“I knew what my role was coming
in and being a senior and having a
lot of new guys coming,” McLean
said. “It’s definitely [going to] be a
lot of leadership on my end, making
sure guys are in the right spots on
the offensive and defensive end.
I mean we’re always around each

Ramone Snowden | Forward
other and then when we went on
the trip to the Virgin Islands, that
definitely helped us to gel and
get to know each other … it was
amazing being in another country
and playing basketball.”
They’ll leave the states again
to travel to Nassau, Bahamas,
to compete in the Islands of the
Bahamas showcase from Nov. -.
In addition to the six freshmen,
the Dukes are gaining three transfer
students, with two players —
forward Gerron Scissum and guard
Stuckey Mosley — eligible to play
after redshirting last year.
“I’m most excited just to get on
the court really, we’ll have a chance
to prove ourselves and win games,”
Mosley said. “[Last year] I always
focused on ball handling, finishing
and shooting so I can score better
and also being more vocal on stuff
that’s not as much of a skill but just
helping out my teammates.”
With the two seniors in place, the
question becomes a matter of who
this team is going to be. The group’s
identity has been in the process of
being established since it came
together to start training.
“We’re working on our defense
and challenging everybody, getting
up in them full court,” freshman
guard Darius Banks said. “I think
that’s been our focus right now.”
Defense will be a key component
for this new team to carry over from
last year, as the - team was
top three in the CAA in rebounding
defense, scoring defense, steals per
game and defensive rebounding
percentage.

Gerron Scissum | Forward
“I know we’re going to get out
and run a lot and we have more
athleticism on the wings,” McLean
said. “That’ll be very different just
to see each other play and see how
many points we can score.”
The Dukes struggled, at times,
offensively over the course of the
- season as they finished
in the bottom three in turnover
margin, scoring offense, scoring
margin and assists-to-turnover
margin in the CAA.
“The pace is going to be different,
a lot more speed,” Snowden said.
“We’re playing up and down the
court now and we’re going to
pressure a lot more, the pace is
going to be really really fast.”
Jackson Kent led the Dukes’
last year in scoring, averaging .
points per game — five points more
than any of his teammates. Even
though their star scorer has moved
on, Rowe believes he can count on
current players to get the job done.
“Joey has a lot of experience,
Stuckey Mosley has a lot of
experience so I would expect those
two guys to provide a lot of the

Stuckey Mosley | Guard
scoring punch,” Rowe said.
“But we’ve got a lot of guys who
are eager and willing.”
The team of newcomers,
mixed with an established
veteran leadership, promises
a year of exciting basketball.
There’s a sense of optimism
and hope that can’t be ignored.
“We’ve got a lot of good guys
and we’re working hard,” Rowe
said. “But, the key is to always
have fun — don’t get too caught
up in the work.”
CONTACT Eli Jennings
jenninel@dukes.jmu.edu.

Darius Banks | Guard
LOUIS ROWE AND RAMONE SNOWDEN PHOTOS: BREEZE FILE PHOTO
JOEY MCLEAN PHOTO: LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE
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Preparing without Precious
Women’s basketball looks to replace one of the program’s all-time greats
By CATIE HARPER
The Breeze

It’s hard to forget the style and energy that Precious
Hall brought every night she took the court from . From her half-court shot against Tennessee to her
buzzer beater against Villanova and ever-changing
hairstyles — Hall’s shoes won’t be easy to fill.
However, when the regular season tips off Friday,
all those unforgettable things that Hall brought to the
team will need to be replaced.
“Filling her shoes with one person is probably
impossible,” head coach Sean O’Regan said. “But I
think we have done a really good job as a unit filling
that void. I think it will be more by committee as
opposed to filling it with just one person.”
Throughout Hall’s time at JMU, she was a
powerhouse like no other. Her ability to put up lofty
point totals every game is something the Dukes will
miss. Without Hall on the roster, the team knows it’ll
need to look for offense in other players.
“I’d say the hardest part is definitely just trying
to get everyone to be more involved in our offense,”
sophomore guard Lexie Barrier said. “Sometimes
we would just give it to [Hall] and let her do
her thing. Everyone just coming into their own

BREEZE FILE PHOTO

JORDAN COOK / THE BREEZE

LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE

(Left) Precious Hall shoots a free throw in a 36-point performance against Villanova in the final game of her illustrious career. (Top right) In the CAA
championship game, Hall scored 32 points on the Phoenix. (Bottom right) Against Virginia in the second round of the WNIT, Hall scored 28 points in a 61-55 win.

see PRECIOUS, page 10
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PRECIOUS | Dukes persist
from page 9

and getting more acquainted with the
offense and everything [has] probably
been the hardest part.”
This preseason, sophomore guard
Kamiah Smalls, who was the closest to
Hall in points last year with nine points
per game, noticed how heavily the team
relied on Hall to get shots off.
“We’re so used to having ‘P’ being
that monster on the wing,” Smalls
said. “Right now, our biggest thing is
getting people to shoot the ball which
may sound crazy. We’re all just really
having to adjust to really shooting the
ball much more and scoring much
more points.”
Hall left the program as the secondleading scorer in JMU history with ,
points throughout her decorated career.
Last season, she set a school record for
points in a single season with .
“I think we could be somewhere like
 points a game,  points a game, ,
a , another nine that sort of thing
instead of a ,” O’Regan said.
Even though the Dukes lost their
leading scorer, they don’t feel the need
to find one player to step up and score
as much as Hall did. When the shots
start to come from different players
around the court, Smalls sees many of
her teammates being able to contribute
offensively.

“Our scoring threat just gets bigger
this year because now we got those
other two, maybe three, people that
can score,” Smalls said. “We got Kayla
Cooper-Williams on the block, you
dump it down to her, that’s a bucket.
Pass it to Lexie Barrier on the corner
and that’s a three.”
Along with the loss of its leading
scorer, the team also lost Hall’s
determined attitude. She had a
confidence that O’Regan saw every
game, one he hopes to see emulated
by this year’s team.
“She just knew we were going to win
every night,” O’Regan said. “I think we
have that, but without the competitions,
I don’t exactly know. That’s my one
biggest [thing] I am keeping my eyes
on is kind of that killer instinct as far as
just expecting to win every night we go
out there, and really believing you are
the best player on the floor every time
you go out there.”
Even without Hall leading the squad
and dazzling the crowd every night, the
Dukes were still selected to finish first
in the CAA.
“I think we’ve got a wide variety of
talent on our team right now, and I
think putting those together and playing
team basketball I think it will take care
of itself,” O’Regan said.
CONTACT
Catie Harper
harpercm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Kayla Cooper-Williams | Center

Kamiah Smalls | Guard

Lexie Barrier | Guard

Hailee Barron | Guard
PHOTOS BY JORDAN COOK / THE BREEZE
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brixandcolumns.com
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Banking on a
young star
Nationally recognized
recruit set to make
JMU debut

HEATHER ECKSTINE / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Following a dominant high school career, freshman guard Darius Banks aims to bring a strong presence to a young JMU men’s basketball team. He chose JMU over AAC, Atlantic 10 and Conference USA offers.
By NOAH ZIEGLER
The Breeze

Picture this: a guard who’s an aggressive scorer
and one of the top players in the country in his
position. He also scored over , points in his
high school career, despite missing a good chunk
of his senior season. That player is Darius Banks,
and he’s ready to take JMU by storm.
Banks is a -foot- inch, -pound guard from
St. Petersburg, Florida. He was rated a three-star
recruit by ESPN and Sports, and was the alltime leading scorer at St. Petersburg High School
despite missing a good portion of his senior year
to injury. Banks committed to JMU last spring,
declining offers from South Florida and Florida
International.

Some may ask what brought Banks to JMU
instead of similar schools closer to home. When
the head coach of a team has spent time where
a player comes from, it helps with the major
transition from high school to college.
“[JMU] caught my attention by bringing in
Coach Rowe, who’s from my state,” Banks said.
“I’m very close with him, and it felt like I’d be
home.”
It speaks volumes when a coach can make a
school feel like home to a player — especially when
his home is over  hours away. JMU, however,
wasn’t always the program Banks was set to play
for. He initially chose to play at Duquesne, but
then decommitted to give his decision more time.
see BANKS, page 14

Bring Your Car to College
Private parking lot for JMU
freshmen with 24/7 security
Email us at freshmenlots@gmail.com

LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE

Head coach Louis Rowe will provide a sense of familiarity on the court for Banks, a fellow Florida native.
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BANKS | Talented freshman acclimates to Harrisonburg, college hoops

HEATHER ECKSTINE / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Banks will join 10 other Dukes making their JMU debut this season. Only two players return from last year’s team, which finished 10-23 overall. This year’s group was picked to finish last in the 10-team CAA.
from page 12

“I think it was because Duquesne
pressured me to commit so early,” Banks
said. “Even though I committed, Coach Rowe
was still by my side the whole way.”
Now that Banks has experienced life
in Harrisonburg, the next step is getting
acclimated and truly making JMU his home.
That responsibility is on the upperclassmen.
Senior guard Joey McLean highlighted that
the team’s bond has helped the Florida native
in his transition.

“I think we just bonded together,” McLean
said. “Everybody gets along. The only thing
we had to tell him about was the weather.”
Ranking high on various recruiting sites
has raised fans’ expectations for Banks.
Although Banks is known to be able to fight
his way to the basket, McLean says that he
shows incredible intensity during practices
— and that’s what fans should be excited
about.
“I love his energy,” McLean said. “He’s
always energetic and ready to come out and
play. Banks is athletic and can shoot the ball

very well, too.”
It isn’t just the players that have taken
notice of Banks’ energy on the floor. Rowe
praised his energy and fortitude. He doesn’t,
however, want JMU fans to set unrealistic
standards.
“I’m really cautious about [fans’
expectations],” Rowe said. “I want the fans to
understand that my guys are going to work
hard and play very hard. Just let them play
and develop. Banks plays really hard, really
tough and he leads by example on the court.
Those are huge things for a freshman to be

doing.”
While fans will pack the JMU Convocation
Center and cheer on the Dukes on Friday,
Banks has one goal in his mind.
“I hope we can turn this program around,”
Banks said. “That’s all I’m looking forward to.”
While Harrisonburg’s winter temperatures
may be a stark contrast from his Florida home,
the Convocation Center will be warm and
rowdy — just what Banks is used to.
CONTACT Noah Zeigler at zieglenh@dukes.
jmu.edu.

Biology and Chemistry Students

Consider a career in
the exciting field of
Histotechnology!
SENTARA RMH SCHOOL OF HISTOTECHNOLOGY

Guaranteed Job Placement!
$15K Sign On Bonus! Great Salary!
The Sentara RMH School of Histotechnology is certified to operate
by the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia.

Sentara.com/HistotechnologySchool
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Score!
We’re excited to be a part of a new
chapter in JMU’s rich history!
We’re proud to be the naming partner for
the Union Bank & Trust Center that will create
lasting experiences for sports fans, music fans
and families all across the region.

#GoDukes #2020

b an kat u n io n . c o m | 540. 568. 2080

M e mber FDIC

Photos from top: Architectural rendering of the new Union
Bank & Trust Center basketball court due 2020-21; JMU
basketball players show their excitement to play in the new
Union Bank & Trust Center.
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JMU

• RENOVATED CLUBHOUSES •
• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •

APPLY FREE ONLINE

THEHILLSJMU

540.432.0600 | LIVE-THEHILLS.COM
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A new look
for JMU
By MICHAEL STEARMAN
The Breeze

Around this time every year, the Convocation
Center starts to come alive. The shouts of players,
the squeaking of their sneakers — it energizes the
arena. There’s an unmistakable odor in the air of
excitement. It’s basketball season, and the Dukes
are ready to hoop.
To put it lightly, last year’s season was a
disappointment. The team finished -, going
- in CAA play. They finished seventh in the
conference and a second-round exit in the CAA
tournament. Despite last year’s failures, the team
enters this season full of optimism, due partly to the

influx of new players onto the roster. This is Louis
Rowe’s second year as head coach but his first as a
recruiter, meaning this was his first chance at getting
players to fit his system specifically. Of the  players
on this year’s roster, only two graced the court for
JMU. The rest of the team is comprised of freshmen
and redshirts, but they fit Rowe’s prototype.
“All these guys are competitive, unselfish, high
I.Q. ball players,” Rowe said. “There’s athleticism,
length, I think we’ve got better ball skill for when
we run late clock stuff, but also we can get out and
press and extend the floor more. We just tried to
recruit guys that had a feel on the court.”
see NEW LOOK, page 20

JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

Louis Rowe played for the Dukes himself from 1993-95. He returned to JMU as an assistant coach in 2007, became a graduate assistant from 2008-10 and returned to his assistant coaching role for the 2010-12 seasons.

SIGN EARLY
AND SAVE!
LIMITED LOW RATES AVAILABLE
JOE COFFEE BAR WITH
COMPLIMENTARY
STARBUCKS

24-HOUR JIM FITNESS
CENTER

FULLY FURNISHED

PET FRIENDLY

1191 Devon Lane | Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.432.1001 | LiveTheHarrison.com
Amenities and offer subject to change. See office for details.
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NEW LOOK | Dukes hope that roster shuffle provides on-court success
from page 19

Unless you’re playing at Kentucky or Duke, most
freshmen are eased into their roles and develop
from there, but this team doesn’t have the luxury of
seasoned players to carry the load. There are three
open spots in the starting lineup, and the bench is
going to be comprised of entirely unfamiliar faces.
Make no mistake — new players know that if the
Dukes are going to have a successful season, it’s
going to fall on them. Obviously, a learning curve
is to be expected, but everyone is already starting
to develop relationships on and off the court,
something freshman guard Darius Banks expressed.
“We all built our chemistry as soon as we got here,
first day of summer,” Banks said. “We were laughing,
playing well together. It’s all about consistency right
now.”
Developing that team bond certainly takes
time, but this team is getting a fast start. From the
freshmen to the seniors, everyone is on the same
page.
“We went to the Virgin Islands and that was out
first time playing on the court,” senior forward
Ramone Snowden said. “It was good, we learned a
lot from each other and now every practice, we’re
molding together, developing chemistry.”
This is no doubt a talented roster, but it’s an
inexperienced one as well. Five of the  new players
are transfers or redshirts, so they have experience
playing for a college program. As for the six
freshmen, they haven’t experienced the increased
speed or athleticism of the next level, and they may

not fully understand the workload that comes with
being a student athlete in college. This makes the
role of the seniors all the more important; it’s on
them to mold the youth into not just better players,
but harder workers.
“I just tell the young guys to keep attacking, they
got to make plays on the offensive and defensive
end for us to be successful,” Senior guard Joey
McLean said. “Never stop working, just don’t give
up and keep playing through what comes at you.”
The influence the seniors have on younger
players is important, but they’re not the one
running practice or drawing up plays. It’s on the
coach to transform the talents of each individual
into one cohesive unit. According to Rowe, the key
to this is patience.
“It’s always about getting to the core of guys who
are going to buy in, and I think we got a good group
of guys so that’s not really a worry,” Rowe said. “But
you always [have to] be patient, see who’s receptacle
and willing … making sure they understand basic
concepts first.”
In the CAA preseason men’s basketball
rankings, JMU was picked to finish last in the
conference. Nobody can deny the talent that’s
on this year’s roster, but it’s the inexperience that
causes critics to chirp. If the new players on the
roster buy into Rowe’s vision for the team and
follow the leadership of the seniors, the Dukes
could be dancing this March.
CONTACT Michael Stearman at stearmmx@
dukes.jmu.edu.

BREEZE FILE PHOTO

The Dukes haven’t appeared in March Madness since losing to Indiana as a No. 16 seed in 2011-12.

An intimate, farm-to-table
restaurant in Harrisonburg, VA
serving elevated American cuisine
in a casual dining environment.

Saturday & Sunday Brunch

Private Dining Room available
for your Special Occasion

rocktownkitchen.com

217 South Liberty Street
At The Ice House
Downtown Harrisonburg, VA
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James Faris | The Breeze

Last season: 10-23 (7-11 CAA), 8th place in conference

Last season: 26-9 (15-3 CAA), 2nd place in conference

Improving offense

Top-notch offense

The struggles for the Dukes came on the offensive end,
where the team’s . points per game was ninth out of
ten teams in the conference. The Dukes need a significant
improvement from long range, as the team was eighth in
the CAA in three-pointers per game and seventh in threepoint percentage. JMU scored . points per possession
and scored on around . percent of their possessions,
both of which are areas of potential growth. Unless the
Dukes can turn around their scoring margin of -. points
per game, expect more losses than wins for the team in
-.

Last season, JMU averaged . points per possession
and . possessions per game, leading to a scoring
average of . points, which was the second best
in the CAA. JMU could improve from an efficiency
standpoint, as they only scored on around . percent
of possessions. The Dukes were fourth in the conference
in field goal percentage at . percent, but advanced
metrics showed that their true shooting percentage
and effective field goal percentage were . and .
percent respectively. JMU finished the season just
sixth in -point percentage, making just . -pointers
per game, which accounted for only . percent of
their points. If they want their prolific offense to carry
into this season, they’ll need to be more efficient and
effective from deep.

Maintaining a defensive presence
JMU was a steady defensive team, allowing . points
per game, which was third best in the CAA. However,
there are several areas of improvements for the Dukes this
season as they look to put themselves back near the top of
the conference. The Dukes allowed a field goal percentage
of ., which was fifth best in the conference and will
have to improve if this team is to make the leap to above
average. JMU needs a rim protector, as they were seventh
of  teams in the CAA at . blocked shots per game.
One bright spot for the defensive was forcing turnovers,
as active hands on defense put the Dukes third in the
conference with . steals per game.

Staying active on the boards
One way JMU can get back to respectability by
rebounding. Snowden, who led the team in rebounds
with  last year, will need some help on the boards
if the Dukes are to keep the second best rebounding
margin in the CAA. Interestingly, JMU was ranked
ninth of ten CAA teams in rebounds per game at .,
but allowed a conference-best . rebounds per game
to opponents. The Dukes could certainly improve by
creating more second-chance opportunities; their .
offensive rebounds per game were sixth in the CAA.
Additionally, JMU could improve by finishing defensive
possessions, as their . defensive rebounds per game
put them at seventh in the conference.

Improving average defense
JMU’s scoring defense ranked fifth in the conference
as they allowed . points per game. Their middle of the
road defense was masked by their stellar offense, which
led to a positive scoring margin of nine points per game.
JMU was fourth in the CAA in blocked shots with .
per game and fifth in steals with . per game. One
area where the Dukes excelled was on the defensive
boards, as their . defensive rebounds per game was
the best in the CAA, as was their . total rebounds
per game. By limiting second chance opportunities
for opponents, JMU can continue to improve on the
defensive end.

Defending home court
The Dukes excelled at home last season, as their -
home record was second best in the conference to Elon’s
- mark. Looking at attendance information, it’s clear
that JMU had an unparalleled home court advantage,
drawing an average of , fans per outing. That’s over
a thousand more than Delaware, whose , fans per
game was the second best in the CAA. If the Dukes are
to take back the CAA title for the fourth time in five
seasons, they’ll need to continue to dominate at home.
CONTACT James Faris at farisja@dukes.jmu.edu.
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PIZZA • PASTA • SUBS

GO DUKES!
LUNCH SPECIALS

2 Slices + 1 topping

$4.25

Steak & Cheese Combo
w/ Fries and a Drink

$7.99

THE POINTE
ALL NEW LUXURY TOWNHOMES

Located right across from Copper Beech,
The Pointe offers both furnished and unfurnished options
with cable and internet included with your rent!

EARLY BONUS SPECIALS!

$535

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
etails
o r r a t e dOUR
a l l f ABOUT
*c
ASK

NOW LEASING FOR

Garden Salad & 1 Slice
Cheese Pizza w/ Drink
*

*

$5.80

Every Monday: 16” Large $9.99
Cheese Pizza and Any
2 Liter Coke Product
Every Wednesday: 16”
Large Cheese Pizza

$14.99

*Takout Only
Prices exclude tax | Not available on Sundays

CALL AHEAD FOR QUICK PICK UP
540-564-0105
225 Burgess Road
In the Walmart Shopping Center
Sun-Thurs 11am-10pm
Fri-Sat 11am-11pm
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FALL 2018
EXCELLENT AMENITIES:

why lease?
Brand New • Three Story Townhomes •
Four Bedrooms • Four and a half Bathrooms •
Stainless Steele Appliances • Hardwood Flooring •
Walk in Closets • Private Bathrooms • All Major
Appliances Included • Full Size Washer/Dryer •
Clubhouse • Furnished/Unfurnished Options •
Covered Bus Stop • Open Parking • Cable and
Internet Included • Premium Deck Units

C A L L TO DAY F O R
YO U R N E W TO W N H O M E
AT T H E P O I N T E

540.433.2279
info@thepointeharrisonburg.com
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Live Life at the Top!

Stop by today for a tour or give us a call for rates!
Enjoy Life at the Top with our conveniently located
premier student housing! 865 East offers tenants the
means to escape the stress of student life through
amenities such as our Rooftop Lounge, Game Room,
Fitness Center, and much more!
865 East Port Republic Road

(540) 442-8885
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2017-18

Women’s
Back Row: (Left to Right) Head Coach Sean O’Regan, Assistant Coach Ashley Langford, Assistant Coach/Recruiting Coordinator Bridgette Mitchell, Assistant
Coach Ian Caskill, Kelly Koshuta, Kayla Cooper-Williams, Devon Merritt, Debra Ferguson, Head Team Manager William Riley, Athletic Trainer Lauryn Hunter,
Head Strength & Conditioning Coach Mike Basgier, Director of Basketball Operations Brianna Skeens, Graduate Assistant Manager Ashley Perez
Front Row: (Left to Right) Tori Harris, Jackie Benitez, Logan Reynolds, Lexie Barrier, Tasia Butler, Hailee Barron, Kamiah Smalls, Breyenne Bellerand,
Aneah Young

breezejmu.org
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#1

#3

#4
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#5

Tori Harris

kamiah smalls

tasia butler

Breyenne bellerand

fr, g, 6-0

so, g, 5-10

r-sr, f, 6-1

fr, f, 5-10

#10

#13

aneah young

#14
hailee barron

logan reynolds

Jr, g, 5-11

jr, g, 5-7

#21
r-so, c, 6-4

devon merritt

#42

lexie barrier

sr, g, 5-10

#31

debra ferguson

so, f, 6-2

#15
so, g, 5-10

#33

kayla cooper-williams
r-so, c, 6-2

#55

kelly koshuta
r-so, f, 6-2

jackie benitez
r-so, g, 5-10
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2017-18

men’s
Back Row: (Left to Right) Head Equipment Manager Jacob Morgan, Manager Keaton Boysen, Assistant Coach Rob Summers, Stuckey Mosley, Dwight
Wilson, Develle Phillips, Alex Schulz, Head Coach Louis Rowe, Zach Jacobs, Darius Banks, Antanee Pinkard, Assistant Coach Tim Johnson, Head Strength
& Conditioning Coach Mike Basgier, Director of Operations Michael Strickland, Assistant Coach Byron Taylor
Front Row: (Left to Right) Manager Khiana Brown, Manager Jeff Bell, Manager Cam Butler, Gerron Scissum, Greg Jones, Ramone Snowden, Joey
McLean, Cameron Smith, Matt Lewis, Athletic Trainer Cory Morris, Graduate Manager Paul Holland, Administrative Assistant Connie Comer
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#1
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#2
matt lewis

#3

antanee pinkard

fR, G, 6-5, 180

so, G, 6-4, 195

#5

stuckey mosley

#11

fr, f, 6-7, 220

#21
gr, f, 6-7, 210

dwight wilson
fr, f, 6-7, 260

#24

develle phillips

fr, f, 6-8, 220

#22

cameron smith

sR, G, 6-0, 150

#12

zach jacobs

greg jones

fr, G, 6-5, 225

joey mclean

r-jR, G, 6-3, 190

#10

darius banks

#4

jr, f, 6-9, 210

#23

gerron scissum
r-s0, f, 6-8, 205

#33

ramone snowden
R-sR, f, 6-6, 230

alex schulz

fr, f, 6-11, 265
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jmu men’s
coaching staff

head coach

rob summers

assistant coach

byron taylor

associate head coach

tim johnson

assistant coach

michael strickland

director of opErations

paul holland

graduate manager

jmu women’s
coaching staff
bridgette mitchell

sean o’regan
head coach

ian caskill

assistant coach

assistant coach

ashley langford
assistant coach

brianna Skeens

director of opErations

ashley perez

graduate assistant manager
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2017-18 Men’s Basketball Schedule
(Home)

FRI, Nov. 10 at 5 P.M.
BRIDGEWATER

SAT, Jan. 13 at 4 P.M. CAA
DELAWARE

MON, Nov. 13 at 7 P.M.
OLD DOMINION

THU, Jan. 18 at 7 P.M. CAA
ELON

WED, Nov. 22 at 4 P.M.
APPALACHIAN STATE

SAT, Jan. 20 at 4 P.M. CAA
DREXEL

WED, Nov. 29 at 7 P.M.
GEORGE MASON

SAT, Feb. 3 at 4 P.M. CAA
TOWSON

FRI, Dec. 2 at TBD
CHARLOTTE

THU, Feb. 8 at 7 P.M. CAA
UNCW

WED, Dec. 27 at 2 P.M.
WEST VIRGINIA WESLEYAN
(EXHIBITION)

THU, Feb. 15 at 7 P.M. CAA
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON

SAT, Dec. 30 at 4 P.M. CAA
NORTHEASTERN

THU, Feb. 22 at 7 P.M. CAA
HOFSTRA
CAA MEN’S
BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
SAT, Mar. 3 - TUE, Mar. 6
North Charleston, S.C.

TUE, Jan. 2 at 7 P.M. CAA
WILLIAM & MARY

FREE
BASKETBALL
SHUTTLE
FREE BASKETBALL
SHUTTLE SERVICE

90 minutes prior to all men’s and women’s
games until one hour post game.
2017-18 Women’s Basketball Schedule
(Home)

SUN, Nov. 5 at 2 P.M.
CHRISTOPHER NEWPORT
(EXHIBITION)
FRI, Nov. 10 at 7:30 P.M.
RUTGERS
SUN, Nov. 12 at 2 P.M.
WAGNER
SUN, Nov. 19 at 2 P.M.
SAINT JOSEPH’S
SUN, Dec. 3 at 2 P.M.
FLORIDA STATE
WED, DEC. 6 at 7 P.M.
LIBERTY
THU, Dec. 21 at 1 P.M.
BRYANT
FRI, Jan. 5 at 7 P.M. CAA
TOWSON
SUN, Jan. 7 at 2 P.M. CAA
DREXEL

FRI, Jan. 12 at 7 P.M. CAA
ELON
FRI, Jan. 26 at 7 P.M. CAA
HOFSTRA
SUN, Jan. 28 at 2 P.M. CAA
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
FRI, Feb. 9 at 7 P.M. CAA
NORTHEASTERN
SUN, Feb. 18 at 2 P.M. CAA
UNCW
SUN, Feb. 25 at 2 P.M. CAA
DELAWARE
SAT, Mar. 3 at 2 P.M. CAA
WILLIAM & MARY
CAA WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
WED, Mar. 7 - SAT, Mar. 10
Philadelphia, Pa.

SHUTTLE LOCATIONS

R10/11 Parking Lot at Port Republic Road
and Forest Hills Drive. Drop-off
at Convocation Center

ACCESSIBLE PARKING

Located at Convocation Center for season-ticket holders with a reserved parking
pass and accessible hangtag or license
plate. Limited availability.

ACCESSIBLE SHUTTLE

Available at Convo Lot G with accessible
shuttle, available 90 minutes prior to tipoff.

breezejmu.org
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